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About This Game

Eon empire is back! And now you have to get in your spaceship and defend your homeplanet against whole Eon Fleet!

Eon Fleet is a simple, yet fun and challenging space shooter with huge amount of enemies from spaceships to asteroids and
space mines.

Simple and fun arcade gameplay
Two different modes - campaign and endless mode.

Different powerups and enemies
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eon van fleet. eon fleet vehicles. eon uk fleet. eon fleet engineer. eon fleet steam. eon fleet manager. bt fleet eon

Dated but fun to drive. I only got it as it was dirt cheap at a sale.. Bought for the collab part - but that isn't actually implemented
:(

Really too bad because the whiteboard is pretty much the only really usable implementation of all that I've tried so far.. Still
better than Bad Rats. Since I bought this game in a thirty-one one item pack for $4.99 divided is $0.16 an item, dlc was some of
the items. the $0.21 steam card trade off was a profit from day one. The game play is equivalently entertainiing to that board
game your uncle made you play when you were six. The gameplay is average but when you win theres that small spark of
happiness to keep you going. Would I play it again? Yes. Can I play it for hours like a Triple A Game? Probably not. Am I
happy with my purchase? Yes. I stayed up for the release of this game as it looked fun enough. Since this is a chat section I am
inclined to say..........

FIRST PERSON TO COMMENT YEAAAAAAAAA. Nice Game after all. I'm feline good about this game, too bad I didn't
cat-ch it when it cameowt because the multiplayer is dead as a dead bird now, and it certainly does not have a meowsive single
player catpaign. The comcat mecatnic is a breath of fresh air in a hair-filled room of clones, and I would have liked to see it
explored fur-ther.. don't bother with this game..... Your better off getting Strike Fighters 2: Europe or even all 5 SF2 games.
Much better mods and has no problems running on newer OS. Great playability destroyed with a lot of crashes.
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Couldn't even beat the tutorial...20/10. By playing Flashback I was hoping to get a nostalgia trip and a happy reunion with
Conrad. After six hours I wouldn't say it's the best game I've played, not either a game I put a lot of time in, but I liked getting
flashbacks to a bygone era. The steering is more action oriented than the original and the story is changed a bit. I bought the
game on sale on Steam and the low price justifies the six hours of gaming fun (completed it on Normal difficulty). I don't think
I'll be playing through all of the achievments in the game. However, recommended for a challenging and nostalgic gaming
session.. Do you like zombies? Yes?..Good!
Do you like bowling too? Yes? ..Ok!
And do you like little funny games? Yes?..
Then, Here we go and have fun with * Zombie Bowl-o-Rama! * :-)
. If you buy this, you'll just end up waiting a couple years for the next one.. This game has a neat artstyle. Devs abandoned the
game, there's probably 30 minutes of finished content.. I think I first played this game on CD though I wouldn't be surprised if it
was on 3.5 inch floppy. I loved it thenm and I love it now. it's a simple game, with some micro managing for those of us who
love a good micro manage, and you can either play the avid conqueror or the 'imma hold up in this castle and ignore the world'
hermit easily. Plus you may learn a thing or two about UK geography. Like the vague location of Lancashire. Though I'm still
not sure about it's relation to the M25.. I really liked the first two parts in the Doorways series and this one is no exception.

Some say the in-game graphics look a bit dated, but they sure do trick for me. Personally, I think it's an amazing art style
throughout the whole series. It's pretty disturbing and so are the background stories and the creepy sounds you'll hear from time
to time when discovering new areas. This one tops it on all levels.

One downside of the previous two parts was that the puzzles were a bit too easy. This one delivers more. Especially in the part
called 'The Mansion' which is also amazingly beautiful.

I do wonder about the mental state of the developers though.. the last part is.. sick! Loving it!! :). I bought this game with sale
coupon, it's worth the money :)

+ good profile backgrounds
+Trading cards
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